
A digital tool to mitigate business 
disruption during crisis



Current challenges reported by CEOs

Companies are facing many unforeseen challenges and have 
very few options available

* Source: Blind’s coronavirus and WFH survey

Capital 
reallocation

Supply chain 
disruption

Logistics 
interference

Few options to find solutions

Companies
canceled events

Companies affected 
by travel restrictions

Companies experience 
visitor restrictions

87% 93%

74%
Employees
work from home

*

https://www.teamblind.com/post/Blinds-coronavirus-and-WFH-survey-6mMVM2aY


Opportunity Network provides a neutral, invitation-only deal matching 

platform for CEOs to post and connect to business and investment 

opportunities worldwide



Opportunity Network is one of the few available solutions to help companies today

Use a digital tool to do business online

with no risk

Maintain continuous business activity within the 
network of +27,800 CEOs

Find partners digitally in 137 countries

Companies
canceled events

Companies affected 
by travel restrictions

Companies experience 
visitor restrictions

87% 93%

74%
Employees
work from home

*

* Numbers from Blind’s coronavirus and WFH survey

Find opportunities to raise capital

Find new global and local suppliers

Find new distributors / subcontractors

Urgent 
liquidity need

Supply 
chain disruption

Logistics 
interference

https://www.teamblind.com/post/Blinds-coronavirus-and-WFH-survey-6mMVM2aY


Companies are turning to Opportunity Network as one of the only available 
tools to mitigate supply chain disruption and shortages of capital



Also, members find and post solutions to their most urgent needs



Opportunity Network at a glance

Trusted Partners

$277B

Total 
Deal Flow

140+

Countries

28,300+

Total 
Corporates

84%

Find connections 
within 1 week

66,000+

Connections 
Made

Global Partnerships

* as of April 2020



A network with global reach and industry diversity…
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—
OPPORTUNITIES BY GEOGRAPHY

—
OPPORTUNITIES BY SECTOR / INDUSTRY

—
OPPORTUNITIES BY DEAL TYPE



42%

Increase in active 

users 

46%

Increase in new 

business postings

6x

Reduction in time to first 

connection (TTFC) and 

business conversation

..experiencing a drastic increase in platform activity and efficiency 
vs previous quarter

* All statistics compared to Q4 2019



Opportunity Network is a simple plug and play solution that can go live in 5 days 

Decision made to roll–
out Opportunity 

Network.
Complete necessary 

documentation 

Prepare 
communication 
materials and 

email campaigns

Partner provides 
member 

information for 
technical setup

Partner and 
Opportunity 

Network send 
registration invites 

to clients

Members register, 
post, source 

solutions and 
speak with 

counterparts

1 2 3 4 5

Timeline for implementation : 5 Days

GO



How the world talks about Opportunity Network

A piece published by IMD Business
School’s Prof Denise Kenyon-
Rouvinez, Ph.D. delves into the
relationship between private banks
and their HNW clients. (02/2017)

“What private banks need to do to 
drive the future of wealth 
management”

An insightful article about the
exclusive social networks used by
London’s elite lists Opportunity
Network within this restricted
shortlist. (08/2017)

“6 high-class social media 
networks London’s super-elite are 
using”

Features ON´s story since inception
and explains how it benefits its
members by allowing them to find
business opportunities from their
smartphone. (02/2016)

“Opportunity Network helps 
family businesses find the right 
deals”

Prize awarded to ON on measures of
impact on financial markets, quality of
management team, innovation of
business model, growth potential,
possibility of global service. (05/2018)

Opportunity Network wins the grand 
prize for FIBC 2018 – largest fintech 
event in Japan

On-Air interview with Silvia Pavoni
talking about ON and highlighting the
benefits that the business brings for
members as well as the banking
partners. (07/2016)

“Tech Talk with Brian Pallas, CEO, 
Opportunity Network”

Brian Pallas comments on firms
expanding globally in a report by
The Economist. (12/2015)

“Corporate Overseas Expansion: 
Opportunities and Barriers”

IFC’s SME Finance Forum
collaborates with ON to help
smaller businesses find B2B
partners around the globe.
(09/2017)

“ON and SME Finance Forum 
partner to accelerate growth of 
SMEs”

Brian Pallas shares his ingredients
to manage and retain Millennial
talents. (09/2016)

“Millenial CEO´s playbook for 
managing corporate culture”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2016/09/01/the-millennial-ceos-playbook-for-managing-corporate-culture/#7f35fde6e3ef


Where CEOs do business


